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Abstract This paper presents a new model aimed at predicting behav-
ior in games involving a randomized allocation procedure. It is designed to5

capture the relative importance and interaction between procedural justice
(de�ned crudely in terms of the share of one�s expected outcome in the sum
of all expected outcomes) and distributive justice (re�ecting the relation of
the actual outcome to the sum of all outcomes). The model is applied to
experimental games, including "randomized" variations of simple sequential10

bargaining games, and delivers qualitatively correct predictions. I also show
that in view of the model redistribution of income can be seen as a substitute
for (lacking) vertical social mobility. This contributes to the explanation of
greater demand for redistribution in European countries vis-a-vis the United
States. I conclude with suggestions for further veri�cation of the model and15

possible extensions.

1 Introduction

In recent years growing experimental evidence of the low predictive power
of models based on the classical homo economicus assumptions has fuelled
theoretical advances in economic models admitting deviations from sel�sh20

rationality (see e.g. Fehr and Gächter, 2000 for an overview). Two types
of models that have attracted special attention are Social Utility Models
and intention-based models. Papers in the �rst group, notable examples of
which are Fehr and Schmidt (1999) and Bolton and Ockenfels (2000) assume
that (some) decision makers display other-regarding preferences, i.e. they25
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are assumed to care about other�s payo¤s. While this approach proved to
be helpful in understanding various "anomalies" in the observed behavior,
critics were quick to point out its weaknesses. These essentially stemmed
from the fact that these models maintain the consequentialist perspective
(see Sen, 1979; Loewenstein et al., 2001). They focus exclusively on the30

outcomes of social interactions (preferably measured in monetary terms),
while disregarding the way these outcomes come about. As a result, in
experiments manipulating intentionality of the other players�actions, they
delivered a rather poor proxy for varying emotional responses and result-
ing behaviors. Further, it was argued, fairness standards that supposedly35

regulated behavior were not truly standard, i.e. they varied substantially
with rather subtle changes in the environment (see Reuben and van Winden,
2005) and especially with the role assumed in the game (see Babcock and
Loewenstein, 1997; and Schmitt, 2004, on self-serving bias).

The other approach that sought to avoid these pitfalls was pioneered40

by Rabin (1993), followed by Dufwenberg and Kirschteiger (2004) and oth-
ers. In this line of research perceived intentions are explicitly incorporated
and are assumed to trigger corresponding responses (positive or negative
reciprocity) mediated by emotional reactions. These models are generally
more complicated and often run into problems of multiple equilibria. In the45

meantime, some interesting attempts to unify the two approaches have been
made (see e.g. Falk and Fischbacher, 2001, and Charness and Rabin, 2002).

In this paper I try to develop a model that, while maintaining the sim-
plicity of Social Utility Models, allows modeling at least some instances of
importance of intentionality. To this end, I drop the consequentialist per-50

spective by explicitly incorporating a new term into the utility function
which captures the way in which outcomes are generated. Thanks to this,
procedural considerations, including procedural justice, may be accounted
for.1

Procedural justice is about transparent and impartial rules ensuring that55

1 I use the term "procedure" quite broadly, to refer to all aspects of the way in which
the actual outcome is arrived at. In particular, I disregard here the potentially important
distinction between procedural and "interactional" justice, the latter denoting a social
aspect of implementing a procedure. As Cropanzano et al. (2002) note, "it is not yet
clear whether procedural and interactional justice are separate constructs". For exam-
ple, Cropanzano and Greenberg (1997) argue for considering procedural and interactional
fairness as parts of the same process. This simpli�cation helps to keep the model parsi-
monious. Ultimately, decision as to whether or not to include interactional fairness as a
separate variable should be based on a comparison of the predictive power of respective
models.
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each of the agents involved in an interaction enjoys an equal opportunity to
obtain a satisfactory outcome. To make the model functional and generate
predictions for laboratory games, it seems justi�ed to operationalize pro-
cedural justice in what can initially appear to be a crude way. Namely,
procedural justice is proxied by the expected share of the "pie" for given60

strategies of all players, where expectation is taken over all possible moves
by "nature".2 Although procedural fairness admittedly goes beyond the
neutrality of random procedures, an unbiased lottery is a prototypical ex-
ample of a procedurally fair interaction (cf. Rawls, 1971, p. 86). It is indeed
transparent, impartial and gives everyone a fair share in the long run.65

The expected share in the game will typically be in�uenced by the choices
of the fellow players. Thus, from an individual�s viewpoint, the expected
share of the pie can be thought of as what the other person was willing to
award them (on average), a proxy for intentions. Hence, participants in the
interaction are allowed to react to "good" or "bad" intentions displayed in70

the behavior of others. In this way my model, which may be viewed as a
parsimonious extension of the social utility model by Bolton and Ockenfels,
allows for indirect modelling of reciprocity-type behavior. The predictive
power is thus substantially improved.

To name a few examples, the model explains the importance of proce-75

dural considerations in dictator games (Karni et al., 2001) and in shrinking-
pie sequential-bargaining games, where fair random role assignment creates
an entitlement to a large portion of the pie (Sonnegard 1996).3 Still, it
shows that distributive justice per se matters as well (Kroll and Davidovitz,
2003). It also accounts for the correlation between conditional gifts and80

expectations in solidarity game (Selten and Ockenfels, 1998).
Perhaps most important, though, the model explains some interesting

results in Blount (1995), Kramer et al. (1995), Falk et al. (2000) and
Bolton et al. (2005) where subjects conditioned their behavior in simple
bargaining games on the fairness of the mechanism producing initial o¤ers.85

Morover, they did it in ways that are di¢ cult to explain within current

2Needless to say, this de�nition is relevant only for games that indeed involve random
moves. Otherwise the expected share coincides with the actual share.

3 In related studies, Ho¤man & Spitzer (1985) compare the random distribution of
bargaining roles with the assignment based on results of game of NIM, which, however
is not truly a game of skill, as the �rst mover can guarantee winning by using simple
backward-induction. Ho¤man et al. (1994) only �nd a substantial (p < 0:01) e¤ect of
contest entitlement (based on a trivia quiz) combined with a set of instructions presenting
the problem in a market context and underlying that the winner of the contest has earned
the right to take the favorable position. As Bearden (2001) sums up "The results on P1
[proposer] legitimacy and ultimatum o¤ers are mixed."
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models incoporating the perceived intentions of the interaction partner.
An interesting �eld application of the model pertains to the observed

relationship between perceived equality of opportunity in the society and
the support for redistribution via taxation (Alesina et al., 2004)90

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the formal
model, using the Psychological Game Theory (PGT) framework, is formu-
lated. Section 3 shows how several experimental and empirical �ndings
can be explained using the model. Section 4 contains a short review of
the relevant theoretical literature, mostly developed by psychologists, which95

provides background information and justi�cation for the assumptions in-
corporated in the model. Section 5 concludes with some suggestions for
future research. Details of the PGT approach are explained in Appendix A
whereas all proofs can be found in Appendix B.

2 The model100

Adapting the concept of self-centered fairness (see e.g. Bolton and Ockenfels
2000), I assume that a "su¢ cient statistic" for an agent to assess the value
of particular play of a game involving a lottery is a triple of terms (cap-
turing three di¤erent motives): his actual payo¤ (representing self interest),
share of his payo¤ in the sum of all payo¤s (as a proxy for the perceived105

distributive fairness) and share of his expected payo¤ in the sum of all ex-
pected payo¤s, determined by strategies of all players (as a proxy for the
perceived procedural fairness). The two latter terms must then be compared
to their reference points �values that people perceive as appropriate in given
situation.110

My central hypothesis based on the insights from psychology is that
people care about fairness of both procedures and outcomes and that these
dimensions of justice are interconnected (I shall refer to it as interaction hy-
pothesis). In a way that will be formalized in the following subsections, ex-
pected payo¤s and actual payo¤s are substitutes to each other when judging115

overall fairness of the situation (that is, of the procedure, given its results):
the more given play of a game is procedurally favorable to some player �
the higher his expected share �the less he is concerned about increasing his
actual share, holding monetary incentives �xed.4

The model predicts in particular that people will deem a physical di-120

vision of an object (if it results in no or only modest e¢ ciency loss) most
fair (it is ideal on both fairness dimensions); will trade-o¤ procedural justice

4Some psychological justi�cation of this assumption is o¤ered in Section 4.
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for distributive justice (e.g. even a risk-neutral individual might prefer an
almost-equal physical split to a fair lottery), will generally accept a bad out-
come more easily if it results from a fair or advantageously biased procedure125

(than from a disadvantageously biased one); conversely, will consider a good
outcome more fair if it resulted from a disadvantageously biased procedure.

Before I develop the formal model, let us look brie�y at some predic-
tions resulting from it, which, on qualitative level, can be derived from the
underlying interaction hypothesis. When adapted to preference for redistri-130

bution, it suggests that members of open societies with high inter- and intra-
generational mobility, thus o¤ering plenty of opportunities for moves up (as
well as down) the social ladder will be in favor of relatively low taxes and
social bene�ts. This is because a bad outcome (belonging to a low-income,
low-status social class) is acceptable if it results from a fair "procedure".135

On the contrary, a lower class member who is believed to have been bound
to become one, due to unfair constraints on social mobility existing in a
society, deserves substantial support from the state (so, indirectly, from his
fellow citizens facing more attractive opportunities). This �ts stylized facts
on di¤erences between the USA and Europe (Alesina et al., 2004, Alesina140

and Angeletos, 2005).
With regard to experimental evidence, my model predicts that inten-

tions of other players signalled in their choices a¤ecting expected payo¤,
will in�uence attractiveness of particular outcomes and thus will a¤ect be-
havior, even if they are unimportant from strategic point of view. The most145

clear example of this are the results on perturbed ultimatum game due to
Kramer, et al. (1995), where bad outcome was more acceptable if resulted
from a more fair procedure �i.e. from one in which the proposer intended
to be relatively generous.

Similarly, interaction between procedural and distributive justice pre-150

dicted by the model is apparent in Bolton et al. (2005) and Cox and Deck
(2005). Here, again, an explicitly just procedure, i.e. a procedure giving the
responder a fair share on average, substantially lowered frequency of latter�s
rejections, even if resulting allocation was highly unequal.

Generally, I believe that the model generates correct predictions in a155

wide range of settings, both in the �eld and in the lab. Particularly, even
though parsimonious form of social utility models is kept5 instances where
"intentions mattered" may be captured.

5Contrary, e.g., to the model by Rabin (1993), beliefs (except for behavior strategies
modeled here as �rst-order beliefs) do not enter the utility function.
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2.1 Actual and expected shares

To approach the problem of relative importance of actual and expected160

share, I shall de�ne for every terminal history z and every agent i = 1; 2; :::n
the actual share �i in the total material payo¤ (TMP) at z:

�i = �i(z) =

�
yi=c

1=n

; if c > 0
; if c = 0;

(1)

where yj is player j�s material payo¤ (assumed to be non-negative) and

c =
nX
j=1

yj(z) is the TMP at z. Further note that behavior strategy vec-

tor (composed of players�strategies � and nature�s strategy �0 and de�ned165

in Appendix A) determines the vector of expected payo¤s of all players
(yE1 ; y

E
2 ; :::y

E
n ) in the game, whereas expectation is taken over all possible

choices of nature:

yEj = y
E
j (�; �0) =

X
z0

P (z0j�; �0)yj(z0); (2)

where P (z0j�; �0) denotes the probability of arriving at terminal history170

z0 given the behavior strategies �0 and �. Thus yEj is what player�s j expected
payo¤ at the onset of the game was, given behavior of all the players and
nature.

Let now �Ei denote the ratio of the expected payo¤ of player i to the
sum of all expected payo¤s:175

�Ei = �
E
i (�; �0) =

�
yEi =c

E;i

1=n

; if cE > 0
; if cE = 0;

(3)

where cE(�; �0) =
nX
j=1

yEj (�; �0) is the expected value of c:

Obviously 0 � �i � 1 and 0 � �Ei � 1. Further �Ei (�; �0) = 1 implies
that �i(z) = 1 for every terminal history z which obtains under �; �0 with
positive probability. Similarly �Ei (�; �0) = 0 implies that �i = 0 for relevant
end-nodes. Note also that, generally expected share is not equal to the180

expectation of the actual share.
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2.2 Motivation function

The question that remains to be answered is how individuals evaluate and
aggregate di¤erent dimensions of the allocation process and its outcomes
to arrive at the �nal assessment representing preferences. In general, it is185

assumed that every agent aims at maximizing the expected value of the
motivation function:

vi = vi(yi; �i; �
E
i ): (4)

For mathematical convenience I shall assume that vi is twice continuously
di¤erentiable. Further, I shall assume that, holding the actual and the
expected share constant, the agents prefer more money to less and (may)190

display risk aversion:

Assumption 1 Self-interest.

vi1(yi; �i; �
E
i ) > 0; (5)

vi11(yi; �i; �
E
i ) � 0: (6)

The next Assumption re�ects the fact that individuals have preference
for both distributive and procedural justice. It closely resembles one of
Bolton and Ockenfels� (2000) assumptions and readers are referred to the195

short discussion there. Let RPi 2 [0; 1] (RPEi 2 [0; 1]) denote the actual
(expected) share in the division problem that is considered most appropriate
by player i. If not stated otherwise, I shall assume that RPEi = RPi =

1
n .

Assumption 2 Fairness Consideration. Motivation function is concave in
the actual share and in the expected share. If the expected (actual) share is200

equal to its reference point, RPi (RPEi ), motivation function is maximized
when the actual (expected) share is also equal to its reference point:

@2vi(yi; �i; �
E
i )

@�2i
< 0; (7)

@2vi(yi; �i; �
E
i )

@(�Ei )
2

< 0; (8)

@vi(yi; �i; �
E
i )

@�i
j�Ei =RPE = 0 if �i = RP; (9)

@vi(yi; �i; �
E
i )

@�Ei
j�i=RP = 0 if �Ei = RP: (10)
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The next Assumption is crucial for the model. It re�ects the interaction
e¤ect.

Assumption 3 Procedural-Distributive Justice Interaction. Marginal mo-205

tivation value of the actual share is non-increasing in the expected share:

@2vi(yi; �i; �
E
i )

@�i@�Ei
= vi23(yi; �i; �

E
i ) � 0; (11)

Remark 4 Marginal motivation value of expected share is non-increasing
in the actual share.

The last assumption places natural restrictions on interaction between
material interest and preference for justice.210

Assumption 5 Justice-Payo¤ Interaction. Absolute value of the marginal
motivation value of the expected share is non-decreasing in material payo¤.
However, a pure transfer from other player does not increase the marginal
motivation value of the expected share:

vi31(�) � 0 if vi3(�) > 0; (12)

vi31(�) � 0 if vi3(�) < 0; (13)

vi31(�) +
1

TMPE
vi32(�) +

1

TMPE
vi33(�) � 0: (14)

As a justi�cation of the seemingly peculiar conditions in Assumption 5,
consider a game with no randomization involved. Suppose the total size
of the pie is increased, while expected share of player i (and, consequently,
actual share, since they coincide) stays constant. I postulate that an indi-
vidual will care about procedural fairness in such "scaled up" problem at215

least as strongly as she did in the "scaled down" problem.6 This is exactly
what inequalities (12) and (13) in Assumption 5 guarantee.7 What regards
inequality (14), consider a game with no randomization involved. Consider
change in strategies resulting in a pure transfer from some player j to player
i (i.e. size of the pie is held constant). This should not make the bene�ting220

player i demand more of the expected share. Thus the �rst term in (14) is

6 It says nothing however about the relative important of justice vs. self interest.
7Similar assumption regarding importance of distributive justice is, in my view, also

plausible.
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either negative or smaller or equal in absolute value then the sum of the last
two (non-positive, see Assumptions 2 and 3) terms.

A very simple example of function satisfying the assumptions can be
obtained by slight modi�cation of a linear-quadratic function proposed by225

Bolton and Ockenfels (2000):

vi(yi; �i; �
E
i ) = vi � b(w�i + (1� w)�Ei � 1=2)2; (15)

vi2(yi; �i; �
E
i ) = vi � 2bw(w�i + (1� w)�Ei � 1=2);

vi23(yi; �i; �
E
i ) = vi � 2bw(1� w)�Ei ;

Here, the w 2 (0; 1) parameter measures relative importance of dis-
tributive considerations vis a vis procedural justice, while b(> 0) captures230

importance of fairness in general when compared to the self-interest motive.
Clearly, vi1 > 0; vi11 = 0 (Assumption 1), vi22; vi33 < 0, vi2 = vi3 = 0 when
; �i = �Ei = 1=2 (Assumption 2), vi23 < 0 (Assumption 3) and vi31 = 0
combined with previous results trivially satis�es Assumption 5.

It can be easily seen that assumption 3 plays an important role in estab-235

lishing further results regarding e¤ects of procedural and distributive justice

Lemma 6 For �xed actual (expected) share and given monetary payo¤ unique
optimal expected (actual) share exists, that is:

(1) for each �i and yi there exists �E�i = �E�i (�i; yi) 2 [0; 1] such that
@vi(yi;�i;�

E
i )

@�Ei
> 0 8�Ei 2 [0; �E�i ] and

@vi(yi;�i;�
E
i )

@�i
< 0 8�Ei 2 [�E�i ; 1].240

Obviously, �E�i maximizes motivation function for given yi and �i: Sim-
ilarly:

(2) for each �Ei and yi there exists ��i = ��i (�
E
i ; yi) 2 [0; 1] such that

@vi(yi;�i;�
E
i )

@�i
> 0 8�Ei 2 [0; ��i ] and

@vi(yi;�i;�
E
i )

@�i
< 0 8�i 2 [��i ; 1]

and again ��i maximizes motivation function for given yi and �
E
i : Fur-245

ther,
(3) optimal expected share does not depend on yi

�E�i (�i; yi) = �
E�
i (�i; y

0
i)8yi;y0i and (16)

(4) optimal actual (expected) share is non-increasing in expected (actual)
share. In particular, optimal actual (expected) share is not greater than RP
(RPE) if expected (actual) share is greater than RPE (RP) and not smaller250

than RP (RPE) if expected (actual) share is greater than RPE (RP).

Proof. See Appendix B.
Before applying the theory to particular examples I should note that

existence of equilibrium is warranted.
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Theorem 7 (Theorem 9 in BD). There exists at least one PDF equilibrium.255

Proof. Results immediately given continuity of the PDF function.

3 Applications of the model

Note that if a player is concerned solely with the distributive justice or when
there is no risk involved in the game (so �i = �Ei ), the model essentially
reduces to Bolton and Ockenfels�ERC. Therefore the predictive power of this260

concept carries over to my model. More important, it captures some other
regularities observed in laboratory games involving risk. Below I mention
some of them.

Of course, in every case, rules imposed by the experimenter de�ne only
the material payo¤ game. I implicitly construct a dynamic psychological265

game by equipping subjects with motivation function satisfying assump-
tions discussed in the previous section. Equilibrium analysis is fairly simple
and intuitive in the case of sequential ultimatum-type games. I am partic-
ularly concerned with responder�s strategies. What regards (simultaneous
move) solidarity game, I stick to non-equilibrium analysis of the link between270

actions and beliefs.8

The results are organized in accordance with the type of game to which
they relate. I �rst analyze ultimatum and other simple bargaining games,
then solidarity game and �nally, and �nally, the issue of redistribution con-
sidered mostly in non-experimental literature.275

3.1 Ultimatum and related games

Consider the ultimatum game in which in the �rst stage one of the players
(called proposer) makes an o¤er regarding division of the pie of size c. I
allow for the possibility that the o¤er be randomly modi�ed (or, in the

8We have to note that most experiments discussed here used a strategy method, which
is innocuous in my model due to dynamic inconsistency that may arise in psychological
games. Subjects may use this method as a commitment device and provide a strategy that
they would not want to follow if they could, say, actually respond to a particular o¤er in
Ultimatum Game. Because allowing for this kind of strategic commitment substantially
complicates the analysis and because there is only limited evidence that use of the strategy
method may alter experimental results, for the time being I neglect this consideration.
All propositions are thus formulated and proved under the simplifying assumption that
(following experimenters� best e¤orts) subjects behave as if they were actually facing
given o¤er. We note that explicitly accounting for the use of strategy method does not
invalidate the results. Proofs however are more tedious and are omitted here
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extreme case, generated randomly, call it a Random O¤er Ultimatum Game,280

ROUG). In the second stage the other player (respondent) learns the o¤er
(and possibly the pre-perturbation o¤er) and either accepts or rejects it,
setting rewards to 0 for both. I will denote the share claimed for proposer
by Xc (capital letter indicating a random variable, 0 � X � 1), while
remaining (1�X)c is to be o¤ered to the respondent.285

I �rst derive some predictions for the UG and then discuss correspond-
ing empirical �ndings. My �rst result determines the general pattern of
responder�s behavior in ROUG

Statement 8 In ROUG for each random mechanism and each responder
there is a set A = (1� x; 1� ex) with 0 < 1� x < 0:5 < 1� ex � 1 such that290

o¤ers of from A are always accepted, o¤ers of 1� x and 1� ex are accepted
with probabilities p; q 2 [0; 1] respectively and other o¤ers are rejected.

Proof. See Appendix B.
In the following I will sometimes refer to 1 � x as the (lower) rejection

threshold and to 1� ex as the upper rejection threshold.295

Following statement shows that responders are sensitive to the random
mechanism used � the higher o¤ers it generates, the lower the rejection
threshold.

Statement 9 Consider two random o¤ers generators that can be associated
with random variables 1�X and 1�X 0 If 1�X �rst-order stochastically300

dominates 1�X 0; then rejection treshold in ROUG with 1�X is not higher
than for ROUG with 1�X 0:

Proof. See Appendix B.
The �nal result pertains to comparison of random mechanisms with de-

terministic o¤ers, showing that the former generally result in lower rejection305

thresholds.

Statement 10 Consider any random o¤ers mechanism 1 � X and some
individual i. Denote the rejection threshold of i for this mechanism by 1� �x.
If probability that i accepts an o¤er generated by 1 �X is strictly positive,
then i�s rejection threshold in a deterministic o¤er ultimatum game is at310

least 1� �x.

Proof. See Appendix B.
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Indeed, as reported by Blount (1995), the rejection threshold is lower
for o¤ers generated by a fair random generator (following uniform distri-
bution) than by human proposers (who generally o¤er less than half to315

the responder). In her Study 1, elicited rejection threshold was $2.91 for
human proposers and $1.20 for the random mechanism. Interestingly un-
der "third party decides" condition, rejection threshold was intermediate
($2.08).9 Note that according to the pure attributional view, rejection
threshold should be 0 for both random and third party conditions.320

In study 2, Blount used deception to compare responses to computer-
made and (supposedly) human-made o¤ers following the same distribution.
Rejection threshold was signi�cantly higher in the former, a �nding believed
to support the �attributional� explanation. Qualitatively identical results
were obtained i.a. by Sanfey et al. (2003). Note however that this result325

is also predicted by the current model based on expected shares only. If
o¤ers are believed to be made by human proposers, the situation reduces
to a 2-person game with certain deterministic o¤er, for which responses are
elicited using strategy method. Chance factor is only involved at earlier stage
(matching), before the actual game starts. Thus, according to Statement330

10, for every subject whose rejection threshold for the computer-made o¤ers
is lower than the highest o¤er generated with a positive probability (i.e. for
every subject of Blount) we shall expect a higher rejection threshold in the
human-made o¤er version of the game. In the between-subject design used
by Blount (1995) this indeed implies higher average rejection threshold for335

the human proposers.
Some researchers compared di¤erences in responses to deterministic human-

made �rst moves to random computer-made moves in other games, including
"moonlighting game" (Falk et al., 2000) and gift-exchange game (Charness,
2004). These games are similar to the ultimatum game in that in both of340

them the �rst party has an opportunity to sacri�ce for the bene�t of the
other player, who can subsequently respond with "reward" or punishment.
While I do not provide detailed analysis of these games (which have richer
strategy spaces than ultimatum game),10 a short re�ection shows that logic
underlying Statement 10 applies also here.345

9Given that most subjects expected o¤ers very close to 50% from the third party,
rejection threshold in this condition must be treated with caution, as subjects did not
expect it to matter anyway.
10Responder behavior in UG can be, as we have seen, be represented in two dimensions

corresponding to lower and upper bound of the acceptance range (the latte being often
equal to the whole "pie"). In the "moonlighting game" and gift-exchange game response
is not binary (accept/reject), thus strategy space of player 2 is substantially richer.
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Consider two versions of a dynamic 2-person game, in one the �rst move
being made deliberately by a human (Deterministic Human Made or DHM
game), in the other by a computerized random generator following some
known distribution (RCM game). Suppose that behavior of the second
player is identical in both cases (i.e. conditional on the actual move, he350

chooses same action). Now, for an "unfriendly" move of player 1 in the DHM
(expropriating substantial wealth from player 2), expected share (equal to
the actual share, as no randomization occurs) is lower than in the RCM (in
which some more "friendly" moves also occur), thus making player 2 de-
mand a higher actual share. Thus, contrary to the assumption of identical355

response, player 2 has an incentive to restore (more) equality of outcomes by
punishing player 1. Conversely, for a "friendly" move of player 1 in DHM,
expected share (equal to the actual share) is higher than under RCM (in
which some less "friendly" moves also occur), thus, contrary to the assump-
tion of identical response, player 2 has an incentive to increase player�s 1360

share by rewarding him.
In general we can conclude that these experiments do not provide a satis-

factory evidence that "intensions matter" because they confound two dimen-
sions: attribution (human vs computer) and randomness (deterministic vs
random). It is thus natural to consider a game in which �rst player chooses365

between probability distributions on di¤erent actions and check whether re-
jection threshold is still higher than when these distributions are imposed
by the experimenter.

Superiority of the expected-share explanation over the attributional ex-
planation is underscored when one considers non-fair random mechanisms.370

Bolton et al. (2005) investigated responses to extremely skewed (proposer-
bene�ting) generators and found that the di¤erence in rejection behavior
between random and human-made o¤ers disappeared. Speci�cally, the au-
thors used a strategy method to elicit responses in a random-o¤er ultimatum
game with three possible divisions of the pie A: (0.1,0.9), B: (0.5.05) and375

C: (0.9,0.1). In the two "symmetric" treatments in which probabilities of A
and C were equal, such that the expectation the o¤er equaled 0.5, C was
rejected by 19% of the subjects. However, consistent with Statement 9, re-
jection rate in the "asymmetric" treatment with (0:01 : A; 0:01 : B; 0:98 : C)
was substantially higher (34%) and statistically identical to rejection rate380

for human-made o¤ers (41%). Note that the positive rate of rejection in the
"symmetric" treatment runs contrary to the predictions of the model pro-
posed by the authors (see pp 1068-70) but is in line with the current model
allowing for sensitivity to both procedural and outcome fairness. Interest-
ingly, regardless of the procedure, overly-attractive o¤er A was sometimes385
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(15% of the time) rejected, but not the fair outcome B. This is in line with
Statement 8.

It can be similarly shown that in ultimatum and dictator game players
will display less concern about the payo¤s of the others if roles have been
explicitly assigned randomly.390

An interesting study that yields insight into relative importance of actual
and expected share is due to Kramer et al. (1995, study 3). They let subjects
respond to an o¤er in an ultimatum game with initial o¤ers being multiplied
by a random component uniformly distributed over [0; 2]: Respondents were
informed both about the original (intended) o¤er and the actual o¤er. The395

following result regarding this game can be proven.

Statement 11 In ultimatum game with o¤ers perturbed by uniformly dis-
tributed multiplicative noise factor, rejection threshold is negatively a¤ected
by initial (pre-perturbation) o¤er.

Proof. See Appendix B.400

The data of Kramer et al. yields support to this statement. More specif-
ically, the authors manipulated fairness of the original o¤er (allegedly made
by a human proposer), which was either $12:50 or $6:50 out of the pie of
$25. The o¤er was next multiplied by a noise factor (allegedly uniformly
distributed over [0; 2]) of 0:52 or 1:92 respectively, such that the resulting405

o¤er were $6:50 or $12:50 respectively. Interestingly, intentionally high but
e¤ectively low o¤ers were never rejected, whereas in the opposite case re-
jection rate was 23%. While this data is not rich enough to calibrate the
model, it clearly suggests that the e¤ect of expected share is stronger than of
the actual share. Charness and Levine (2005) arrive at qualitatively similar410

results. Again, I do not provide a detailed analysis of this more complicated
game.

3.2 Solidarity game

Let us consider a three-person solidarity game (Selten and Ockenfels 1998)
in which each player independently runs an individual gamble winning �xed415

amount (10DM in the original experiment) with probability 2=3 and 0 oth-
erwise. Each player makes two decisions. Namely, he determines the value
of a conditional gift o¤ered to the loser for the case in which there is only
one (s1) and, separately, to each of the losers for the case when there are
two (s2).420
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Statement 12 In the solidarity game, a higher expected conditional gift
from fellow players leads, other things being equal, to a higher own con-
ditional gift. More speci�cally, if agents i and j behave in a sequentially
rational way, display identical parameters of the function v and j0s beliefs
over gifts of the others stochastically dominate i�s beliefs, j will give more.425

Proof. See Appendix B.
Indeed, Selten and Ockenfels (1998) observe a positive correlation be-

tween one�s conditional gift and expectation with respect to other�s gifts.
The other major �nding of Selten and Ockenfels, was the emergence

of the "�xed total sacri�ce" pattern (e.g. 17 out of 120 subjects chose430

s1 = 2DM , s2 = 1DM). We note that this type of behavior cannot be
explained within the current framework. Actually, as pointed out by Sel-
ten and Ockenfels (1998), it can hardly be explained by any utility-based
model and should rather be understood in terms of the way in which sub-
jects simpli�ed the decision problem. More speci�cally, it seems natural435

to assume that they �rst �xed the amount to be given and then, for the
case of two losers, split it in two (cf. Bolton et al. 1998). Particularly for
higher sacri�ces s1 = 2s2 = 5DM , it is hard to believe that subjects fully
understood the consequence of their choices. Assuming identical gifts on
part of fellow players (and indeed most subjects reported expecting gifts440

similar to the ones they have chosen), each of two "winners", including the
decision maker, would end up having two times less than the "loser". It
seems di¢ cult to reconcile this �nding with any model of rational behavior.

3.3 Support for redistribution

To illustrate the power of this approach I shall also consider one of the445

predictions that can be derived from the model with respect to big-scale,
real-life processes. I have already mentioned previously that interaction
between the procedural fairness and the distributive fairness creates a link
between mobility and support for redistribution. Currently I shall elaborate
on this point using a simple model.450

Consider a society (S1) consisting of individuals endowed with �success
likelihood�parameter p �probability of obtaining wealth w of 1 rather than
0. For simplicity let p = ph for the fraction of qh = 1=2 individuals and
p = pl, pl < ph for the remaining ql = 1 � qh = 1=2 subjects. In the game
under consideration, �rst everyone�s wealth is determined according to his455

p. We can thus speak of the �privileged rich�with p = ph; w = 1 (making on
average 12ph of the society), �privileged poor�(

1
2(1�ph)), �unprivileged rich�
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(12(1� pl)) and �unprivileged poor� (12pl). Next, amount of redistribution
is decided upon.11 This can be modeled using single parameter r 2 [0; 1]
corresponding to the resulting di¤erence in wealth between the rich and the460

poor.
I shall assume that all individuals display preferences described in the

current model and I allow for any form of heterogeneity of parameters within
groups.

To examine the impact of inequality of initial opportunities, suppose465

now that these individuals face greater dispersion of chances: p0h > ph and
p0l < pl (society S2). Assume for simplicity that magnitude of the groups and
expected total wealth remain unchanged (so that we have ph+pl = p0h+p

0
l).

I will show that when inequality of opportunities increases, i.e. when
we move from S1 to S2, the majority of citizens will shift their preferences470

toward greater redistribution, i.e. for the majority of citizens the optimal
redistribution r�i will increase. Suppose that the actual r is not increased.
To begin with, monetary incentives of each of the rich and the poor remain
unchanged and on average these groups will be just as large as they were.
However, as redistribution level stays constant, expected share in the game475

of the privileged increases relative to the �rst situation, while expected share
of the unprivileged necessarily decreases. Now, because redistribution does
not make the poor richer than the rich, by virtue of Statement 6 (point 3),
the actual share of the privileged rich is now higher than the optimal one and
actual share of the unprivileged poor is lower than the optimal one. Because480

the expected share of the former increases and of the latter � decreases,
by virtue of Assumption 3 both will have additional incentive to support
redistribution. While e¤ect on the two other groups is uncertain, privileged
rich and unprivileged poor comprise more than 50% of the society (which
does not depend on the assumption that qh = ql), so indeed majority opts485

for greater redistribution. The actual shift in the policy will now depend on
the assumption on the nature of the collective decision process. If we were
for instance interested in the opinion of the median voter, we can note that
he is likely to belong to one of these two largest groups, especially while
unprivileged rich are predicted to have extreme anti-redistribution views,490

because not only redistribution runs contrary to their material self-interest
but also their low expected share make them demand a high actual share.

In this way we are able to explain the observed stronger support for redis-
tribution in societies in which little vertical mobility exists (i.e. everyone�s

11We do not specify the procedure by which level redistribution is determined. Impli-
cations of various assumptions in this regard will be discussed later.
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�nal wealth is highly predictable or, in terms of the simple model sketched495

above, ph � pl is large). This is in line with �ndings reported in Alesina et
al. (2004) and Alesina and Angeletos (2005).

4 Research into procedural justice

The most closely related model is due to Bolton et al. (2005). Basing on
the observed results of a laboratory experiment (commented here on page500

13), they develop a post-hoc model that incorporates procedural justice and
distributive justice. They assume that fairness judgments are determined by
the smaller of absolute deviations from the ideal point on either dimension.
That is, an allocation is considered fair if the actual shares are equal or when
they result from an unbiased procedure and the more distant from the ideal505

point (on this dimension on which the deviation is smaller), the less fair the
allocation.

However, this model implies that a disadvantageous allocation resulting
from an advantageous procedure is considered just as unfair as the same
allocation resulting from a disadvantageous procedure. This is implausi-510

ble. If the former situation is deemed unfair, who is privileged and who
is oppressed? Further, even though the model of Bolton et al. (2005) is
speci�cally designed to explain the results of their experiment and cannot
be directly generalized to other types of games, still it cannot explain them
fully, as the authors readily admit. Thus, while Bolton et al. (2005) is a515

major inspiration and reference point for the current work, I believe it only
constitutes a �rst step in modeling fairness of procedures.

Another closely related approach is due to Trautmann (2006), who de-
velops a "Process Fehr-Schmidt" model in which inequality in outcomes
is replaced by inequality of expected outcomes. This model also allows ex-520

plaining sensitiveness of rejection behavior to fairness of the o¤er-generating
process in ultimatum game and has a major advantage of being quite sim-
ple.12 Again, however, because distributive justice plays no role in the
model, rejections of o¤ers stemming from a fair mechanism (happening with
substantial frequency in Bolton et al. (2005) cannot be explained.525

In psychology, several theories sought to investigate the basis of impor-
tance of procedural justice and its interaction with distributive justice when
assessing the outcomes (see Brockner and Wiesenfeld, 1996, for an excellent
review).

12 It is not entirely clear from the paper however, how the expected values are to be
computed in a more complex game.
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First, we can interpret the taste for fair procedures as a long-run strat-530

egy securing acceptable outcomes in an uncertain environment (Thibaut
and Walker 1975,1978). It has been suggested that low current outcome
makes procedural justice more important � it is precisely when we do not
immediately bene�t from the interaction and cannot see long-term mecha-
nisms supporting our case that we feel dissatis�ed with it and may consider535

deviation.
Within the framework of Referent Cognitions Theory (RCT, see Folger

1986a, 1986b), agents who obtain unfavorable outcomes �nd it easy to imag-
ine a more positive alternative when they perceive the procedure employed
as unfair (cf. "simulation heuristic" in Kahneman and Tversky, 1982). Con-540

trary, when they accept the procedure (e.g. because they have had a say on
or input into the allocation decision), the more attractive alternative is less
salient. As a result, interaction between procedural and distributive justice
emerges that makes a combination of unfair procedure and bad outcome
particularly unattractive.545

Under Group Value Theory (Lind and Tyler, 1988, pp. 230-239), the
wish to be treated fairly is driven by the desire to be considered an im-
portant member of the group which shapes self-identity and contributes to
self-esteem. The less these needs are satis�ed (because of lacking fair proce-
dure), the more the interaction might be perceived as transactional rather550

than personal. This ampli�es the need for immediate material bene�ts.
Tyler and Lind (1992) further develop a related model (termed Relational
Model of Authority) that explains how procedural justice of an authority
determines the extent to which citizens feel treated as they "deserve", thus
shaping legitimization of power.555

Finally, in view of the attribution theorists, interaction between proce-
dural and distributive justice may be explained in terms of the causal attri-
butions performed on outcomes. Basically, if poor outcomes result from an
unfair distribution, an individual attributes them to it. If however, an un-
fair procedure generates outcome which is considered good, this is attributed560

to individual�s skills, luck etc. Thus the unfairness of the procedure is not
salient any more. Additionally, from the viewpoint of self-perception theory,
fair procedure may justify personal commitment. When, however, procedure
is considered biased, an individual may question why he ever participates
in the interaction. He or she then seeks to explain it in terms of immediate565

bene�ts, making actual outcomes more important.
Yet another way to obtain insight into importance of procedural justice

is via analysis of emotional responses to interactions, while systematically
varying favorability of procedures and outcomes. Two recent papers that
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investigate this issue are Weiss et al. (1999) and Krehbiel and Cropan-570

zano (2000). Both studies used a similar technique of procedural justice
manipulation, namely they made use of a confederate that declared having
"insider" knowledge lending an unfair advantage to his/her team in a com-
petitive task (and, needless to say, disadvantage to the other team). Not
surprisingly, happiness/joy and sadness result from positive and negative575

outcomes respectively. It is however also apparent from this research that
emotional reaction is strongly in�uenced by interaction between procedure
and outcome. As a result a fourfold response pattern emerges: if procedure
is disadvantageously biased (e.g. the informed confederate is the member of
the other team) and outcome is bad (competition is lost), anger-related emo-580

tions obtain. If outcome is positive, despite unfavorable conditions, pride is
the prevalent emotion. Pride is also found to be present when both proce-
dure and outcome are favorable. However, it is accompanied by guilt and
anxiety. In the case of a negative outcome that obtained despite advan-
tageously biased procedure, disappointment results (although the latter is585

most strongly in�uenced by the negative outcome itself, not necessarily an
interaction). Boiling these complex emotional responses to sheer valence,
unfavorable bias of the procedure hurts most if the outcome is bad, whereas
a favorable one �if the outcome is good.

5 Conclusion and extensions590

Basing on psychologically sound assumptions I have derived a simple model
with considerable predictive power. I have shown that incorporating rough
measures of perceived distributive and procedural justice makes it possible
to explain a wide range of experimental results observed in games of divi-
sions involving risk. To be sure, for sake of simplicity, I neglect several issues595

that seem to be of importance in social interactions, both in the lab and else-
where. In particular, the model may fail to generate correct predictions in
some games where my crude measures of procedural and distributive justice
cannot provide a proxy for the intensions of the other agents. One such ex-
ample is menu dependence. Several studies have shown that manipulating600

the set of claims allowed by rules of a (Mini) Ultimatum Game can a¤ect the
rejection behavior. This re�ects the fact that even a low o¤er does not seem
so low if it is actually the highest o¤er allowed by the rules of the game. It
is also apparent that framing of the game can a¤ect what players perceive
as fair shares. For example, in the power-to-take game (Bosman and van605

Winden, 2002) players representing tax authority tend to claim substantial
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amounts, thus opting for allocation far from equality, apparently exhibiting
more greediness than they would in the ultimatum game. A relatively sim-
ple13 extension of my model that would admit capturing such regularities
is a modi�cation of the assumption regarding reference point, e.g. in line610

with the idea developed by Bolton et al. (2005). To keep the current paper
relatively short and the model parsimonious, this important line is left for
future research.

I have to stress that it was not my goal to argue here that perceived
intentions do not matter. I certainly believe they do, even in relatively im-615

personal environments like the market or experimental laboratory. What
requires further investigation is however when and how strongly intentions
actually matter and whether it is an advisable research strategy to incorpo-
rate them directly in the formal models.

While the �ndings investigated in detail in this paper support the model,620

further empirical veri�cation is surely needed. One can hope that the re-
newed interest in procedures within the economic science will inspire exper-
imental and �eld research fostering theoretical modeling.
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A Psychological games of fairness735

A major di¢ culty in modeling expected-share-dependent utilities is that the
e¤ect of strategies on the utilities is not limited to the fact that they deter-
mine the actual outcome �non-played paths also a¤ect the expected share
of any of the players, thus shaping their satisfaction with the outcome. Such
e¤ects cannot be accounted for within the standard game theory. Therefore740

I have to make use of the concept of dynamic psychological games (see Bat-
tigalli and Dufwenberg (2005), thereafter BD; in this Appendix I reproduce
the concepts introduced there) that allows utilities depend directly on beliefs
and strategies.14

I begin by considering a n-person material payo¤ game in extensive745

form hN [ f0g;H; (yi)i2N i; where N [ f0g = f1; 2:::ng [ f0g is the player
set, whereby player 0 is interpreted as "nature", H is the set of feasible
histories of the game and (yi : Z ! R+[f0g)i2N is a payo¤ function, where
Z � H is a set of terminal histories (end nodes). A history of length l is a
sequence h = (a1; :::; al) where each at = (at0; a

t
1; :::; a

t
n) represents the pro�le750

of actions chosen at stage t (1 � t � l). Note that every player makes a
move at every stage of the game which however causes no loss of generality,
as set of available actions can be a singleton. I also assume that a history h
becomes public information as soon as it occurs. For notational convenience,
I let H contain the empty history, denoted by h0 (the history of length 0).755

The set of feasible actions for player i at history h is denoted by Ai(h) and
it may be a singleton, meaning that i is not active at h. Ai(h) is empty if
and only if h is a terminal history.

Payo¤ function (yi)i2N determines for each terminal history z 2 Z a
vector of length N representing non-negative material payo¤s obtained by760

each agent. Allowing for negative payo¤s would make de�ning shares cum-
bersome. Furthermore, I shall mostly con�ne my attention to situations in
which this assumption does not seem overly restrictive.

I let Si2N denote the �nite set of (pure) strategies of player i. Individual
strategy is denoted by si = (si;h)h2HnZ , where si;h is the action that would765

be selected by strategy si if history h occurred. De�ne S = �i2NSi and
S�i = �j 6=iSj. The set of strategies of player i that allow history h is denoted
Si(h). A similar notation is used for strategy pro�les: S(h) = �i2NSi(h)
and S�i(h) = �j2NSj(h). Finally, I let �(s; s0) 2 Z denote the terminal
history induced by strategy pro�le s = (si)i2N and strategy of nature s0:770

14Earlier notion of psychological games introduced by Geanakoplos et al. (1989) does
not allow utilities depend on strategies in other ways than through terminal histories
obtained.
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I can �nally de�ne motivation function of player i, ui(z; s) : Z �S ! R:
Note that I simplify framework of BD in that I do not allow utilities to
depend explicitly on (higher order) beliefs, but only on actual outcome z and
behavior strategies � (through agent�s expected share in the game). Still,
conjectures regarding other players�strategies are crucial for maximization775

of motivation function.
It turns out to be necessary to prove existence of equilibrium to let each

player be endowed with beliefs regarding other players�strategies (�rst-order
beliefs) and beliefs (higher-order beliefs) �i(�jh) satisfying collective coher-
ence and consistency as de�ned by BD pp 16, 18n. Roughly, the assumption780

is that di¤erent-order beliefs of a single agent are not contradictory and that
individuals correctly update their beliefs upon observed histories. Further,
any two subjects have identical beliefs about a third subject. Admittedly,
identical beliefs regarding third-party is a rather strong assumption. Of
course, it is harmless in the case that I deal with throughout most of this785

paper, namely in the domain of 2-person games. For multiple-person games,
one can drop this assumption and perform non-equilibrium analysis based
on the notion of sequential rationality, that is, assuming that subjects form
beliefs and act optimally according to them, but those need not ful�l the
above-mentioned criteria.790

Note that non-pure strategies can be modeled here in terms of other
players� beliefs regarding given strategy. In particular, randomness is a
key feature of nature�s actions. More speci�cally, I shall de�ne a pro�le of
behavior strategies (�1; �2; :::�n) with a typical element

�i = (�i(�jh))h2HnZ 2 �h2HnZ�(Ai(h)); (17)

where �(Ai(h)) denotes set of probability measures on set of actions795

available to i at h: I will interpret �i as representing (history-dependant)
�rst-order beliefs regarding i and held by his fellow players. Similarly �0
denotes behavioral strategy of nature.

Our main object of interest can be de�ned as follows:

De�nition 13 A psychological game is a triple

� = hN [ f0g;H; (ui : Z � S ! R)i2N i: (18)

Because of dependence on strategies, expected payo¤ of player i condi-800

tional on belief pro�le � and non-terminal history h has to be de�ned in
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a rather cumbersome way. Denoting beliefs of an arbitrary other player j
about i�s strategy by �1ji, we have that expected payo¤ is given:

E[vijh; ai] =
X

s�i2S�i(h)
�1i (s�ijh)

X
si2Si(h)

�1ji(sij(h; ai; s�i;h))ui(�(s); �; s);

(19)
Thus "agent of player i at h" is inherently uncertain about the choices

of future agents of player i �he holds believes just as any other player does.805

This stems from the fact that dependence on strategies implies dynamic
inconsistency �a player may �nd himself unable (i.e. unwilling) to carry
out what seemed ex ante to be the optimal plan. Because in the equilibrium
other players�beliefs �1ji are correct, formulation of expected payo¤ as in
19 assures that no player can perform e¤ective self-deception � just as he810

cannot a¤ect other players�behavior using threats or promises which (as is
readily seen), he will not be willing to execute15 (this idea of "consistent
planning" can be traced back to Strotz 1955-56).16

De�nition 14 Equilibrium concept. Pair (�i; �i)i2N is an equilibrium in
procedural and distributional fairness motivation functions (a PDF-equilibrium)815

if � is consistent, � coincides with �rst-order believes in � and for all i 2 N ,
h 2 H;

supp(�i(�jh)) � arg max
ai2Ai(h)

E[vijh; ai]; (20)

where supp(�i(�jh)) denotes support of the behavior strategy �i and
vi = ui(z; s) is a PDF motivation function satisfying Assumptions listed
in Subsection 2.2.820

15An illustrative example may help understand why strategy-dependence leads to dy-
namic inconsistency. Suppose your friend wants to talk to you. While you�re uncertain
about the topic, you think it�s quite likely he will ask you to lend him some money. On
your way there, you need to plan what to do if he indeed does. Now, it plausible, that this
plan will also a¤ect your well-being if he doesn�t. More speci�cally, you might enjoy the
thought of being eager to help out your friends in need. Given that he might indeed not
ask, this makes the plan (give if he asks) relatively more attractive. Suppose that, incor-
porating this motivation, you decided to follow this strategy. You meet your friend and he
asks for money. Now, you do not care any more about the way you would have felt had he
not asked, because the course of events turned out to be di¤erent. Thus, giving becomes
less attractive and your preference may actually reverse, thus making you abandon your
previously designed plan. Current formulation assures that players disregard strategies
like this one, which they know they will not be willing to follow.
16See also BD for a discussion of this formulation.
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This de�nition assures that for every history players correctly update
their beliefs and choose (and are believed to choose) non-optimal actions
with probability 0.

B Proofs

Proof of Lemma 6. Parts (1) and (2) of Lemma 6 follow immediately from
Assumption 2 and the fact that �i; �Ei 2 [0; 1]: To prove Part (3) consider
some yi and y0i. Without loss of generality we can assume that yi < y

0
i: We

know that
vi3(y

0
i; �i; �

E�
i (�i; y

0
i)) = 0: (21)

I will show that also

vi3(yi; �i; �
E�
i (�i; y

0
i)) = 0: (22)

Suppose that
vi3(yi; �i; �

E�
i (�i; y

0
i)) < 0:: (23)

By 13, vi13(y0i; �i; �
E�
i (�i; y

0
i)) � 0. It can be easily seen that vi3(z; �i; �E�i (�i; y0i)) <825

0 and so vi13(z; �i; �E�i (�i; y
0
i)) � 0 for all z 2 [yi; y

0
i). Therefore 0 >

vi3(yi; �i; �
E�
i (�i; y

0
i)) > vi3(y

0
i; �i; �

E�
i (�i; y

0
i)) = 0, a contradiction. Iden-

tical reasoning shows that vi3(yi; �i; �E�i (�i; y
0
i)) > 0 cannot hold. Thus

vi3(yi; �i; �
E�
i (�i; y

0
i)) = 0. But it must also be that vi3(yi; �i; �

E�
i (�i; yi)) =

0. Thus, by 8, �E�i (�i; y
0
i) = �E�i (�i; yi). Part (4) follows directly from830

Assumption 3 and proof of Parts (1) and (2) � consider any actual share
�0i 2 [0; 1] and corresponding optimal expected share �E�i (�0i): Due to Part
(1), we have that

@vi(yi; �i; �
E
i )

@�Ei
j�i=�0i < 0 8�

E
i 2 [�E�i ; 1]: (24)

Now consider some �00i 2 [�0i; 1]: By virtue of Assumption 3,

@vi(yi; �i; �
E
i )

@�Ei
j�i=�00i < 0 8�

E
i 2 [�E�i ; 1]; (25)

so �E�i (�
00
i ) � �E�i (�0i):835

Proof of Statement 8. For any �xed �Ei resulting from the distribution
of o¤ers and rejection behavior, responder�s motivation value when he rejects
an o¤er, no matter of what magnitude, is given as:

uR � vi(0; 1=2; �Ei ): (26)
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If responder accepts o¤er of 1� x; his motivation value is equal to

uA(1� x) � vi(1� x; 1� x; �Ei ): (27)

In equilibrium player accepts whenever uA(1�x) > uR and is indi¤erent
between accepting and rejection if uA(1�x) = uR. By virtue of Assumption
1 and 2, uA is a concave function of 1� x: It is thus also quasi-concave and
the set A0(�Ei ) of values of 1� x for which uA(1� x) � uR is convex, i.e. it
is an interval. Now,

uA(0:5) = vi(1=2; 1=2; �
E
i ) > vi(0; 1=2; �

E
i ) = uR (28)

due to Assumption 1 so 1=2 2 A0(�Ei ).

uA(0) = vi(0; 0; �
E
i ) < vi(0; 1=2; �

E
i ) = uR (29)

due to Assumption 2, so 0 =2 A0(�Ei ). I de�neA(�Ei ) = A0(�Ei )�fsup(A0(�Ei ))g�840

finf(A0(�Ei ))g (where ���denotes set subtraction). and 1�x = inf(A0(�Ei ));
1�ex = sup(A0(�Ei )). For each �Ei ; A(�Ei ) satis�es conditions given in State-
ment 8. I now have to prove that for some �Ei and some p; q, expected share
corresponding to A(�Ei ), p and q will indeed be �

E
i : Parameter p and q can

be any numbers in [0; 1] except for the case when vi(1; 1; �Ei ) > uR which845

implies that 1 � ex = 1 and q = 1. Consider a correspondence between in-
tervals of [0; 1] and admissible expected shares f(A) containing all �Ei that
correspond to expected shares resulting from acceptance on A, rejection on
B = [0; 1]�A�f1� xg� f1� exg and acceptance with probabilities p; q on
1� x and 1� ex respectively:850

�Ei 2 f(A), 9p;q s. t.

P (1� x 2 A)E(1� xj1� x 2 A) + pP (1� x = 1� x)(1� x) + qP (1� x = 1� ex)(1� ex)
P (1� x 2 A) + pP (1� x = 1� x) + qP (1� x = 1� ex) = �Ei :

(30)

A correspondence can now be de�ned r : [0; 1]� [0; 1]; r(�Ei ) = f(A(�
E
i )):

It can be easily veri�ed that r(�Ei ) is nonempty and convex and have closed
graph. Thus, by Kakutani�s �xed point theorem, there are such �Ei ; A that855

�Ei 2 f(A); A = A(�Ei ). It also follows from the general Theorem 7. Further,
such A is unique, because 1 � x and 1 � ex are non-decreasing in �Ei (com-
pare proof of Lemma 9). Rejection rates p; q must be chosen in a speci�c
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way to assure that A = A(�Ei ). This problem generally, has one degree of
freedom, thus choosing some particular q leaves (at most). one appropriate860

p. In particular, when vi(1; 1; �Ei ) > uR such that q = 1; p is determined
uniquely.

Proof of Statements 9 and 11. Essentially both Statements assert
that rejection threshold be higher for o¤ers with higher expected value.
Denote the lower rejection thresholds for o¤ers given by random variables865

1 � X(1) and 1 � X(2) (such that the former stochastically dominates the
latter) by 1� x(1) and 1� x(2) respectively.17 Motivation value experienced
by respondent who accepts (A). an o¤er of 1 � x resulting from a random
number generator 1�X(1) is given by:

u(1)(A; 1� x) = vi(1� x; 1� x; �Ei(1)); where (31)

�Ei(1) = E((1� x)jaccepted): (32)

On the other hand, motivation value resulting from rejecting (R) an o¤er870

is equal to

u(1)(R; 1� x) = vi(0;
1

2
; �Ei(1)): (33)

In identical fashion I de�ne u(2)(A0; 1� x);

u(2)(A
0; 1� x) = vi(1� x; 1� x; �Ei(2)); (34)

u(2)(R
0; 1� x) = vi(0;

1

2
; �Ei(2)): (35)

and �Ei(2) for the random o¤er generator 1�X(2):
Suppose that (1) 1 � x(1) is higher than 1 � x(2) or that (2) 1 � x(1) =875

1�x(2) and probability of rejection at the threshold is at least as high in the
former case as it is in the latter Then, by stochastic dominance, �Ei(1) > �

E
i(2):

From Lemma 8 we know that 1� x(1) � 1
2 ; 1� x(2) �

1
2 : Now we have that

17For simplicity we only consider the case that the upper rejection thresholds 1 � ex1
and 1 � ex2 are equal to 1. This is indeed the case for most of the subjects and wide
range of random o¤er generators. Without this assumption proof becomes somewhat
more complicated. The same applies to the proof of Statement 10.
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u(1)(A; 1� x)� u(2)(A; 1� x) =
Z �E

i(1)

�E
i(2)

@vi

@�Ei
j(y;1�x;�Ei )d�

E
i : (36)

Similarly

u(1)(R; 1� x)� u(2)(R; 1� x) =
Z �E

i(1)

�E
i(2)

@vi

@�Ei
j(0;1=2;�Ei )d�

E
i : (37)

The function being integrated is, by virtue of Assumptions 3 and 5880

greater in 36 than in 37. Thus,

u(1)(A; 1� x)� u(2)(A; 1� x) > u(1)(R; 1� x)� u(2)(R; 1� x); (38)

0 = u(1)(A; 1�x)�u(1)(R; 1�x) > u(2)(A; 1�x)�u(2)(R; 1�x) = 0; (39)

where equalities result from de�nition of rejection threshold. This is a
contradiction, so 1� x(1) must be lower than 1� x(2) (or 1� x(1) = 1� x(2)
and probability of rejection at the threshold is at lower level in the former
case as it is in the latter).885

Proof of Statement 10. Consider a deterministic o¤er lower than
1� x; the rejection threshold for the random mechanism. Obviously, if it is
accepted, then �Ei(DETERMINISTIC) = 1� x < �

E
i(RANDOM); thus reasoning

from the proof of Statements 9 and 11 yields contradiction, so any o¤er
below 1� x will be rejected as claimed.890

Proof of Statement 12. Recall that every player faces independent
probability of winning p = 2=3: I will use the notation si = (s1i ; s

2
i ) for

player�s i strategy �his conditional gifts if there is one loser and when there
are two respectively. Clearly, for player 1 there is a priori no reason to expect
di¤erent level of support from player 2 than from player 3. Supposing player
1 knows the value of s2 = (s12; s

2
2) = s3, his expected utility is given by:

E(vi) = p3vi(1;
1

3
; �Ei ) + 2p

2(1� p)vi(1� s11;
1� s11
2

; �Ei ) + p(1� p)2vi(1� 2s21; 1� 2s21; �Ei ) +

p2(1� p)vi(0 + 2s12; s12; �Ei ) + 2p(1� p)2vi(s22; s22; �Ei ) + (1� p)3vi(0;
1

3
; �Ei ) (40)

with
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�Ei = p
31+2p2(1�p)(1�s11)�p)+p(1�p)2(1�2s21)+p2(1�p)0+2p(1�p)2s22+(1�p)30:

(41)
The �rst three terms on the RHS of 40 refer to the situation when player
1 actually wins the gamble (and, respectively, two, one or no other player
does), the three last terms �to the situation when player 1 loses and, re-
spectively, two, one or no other player wins. As will be seen later, we can895

conclude the proof without having to simplify the expression for �Ei and
plug it into 40.

To examine the impact of expected others�gifts on own optimal gifts I
shall compute the cross derivative d2E(ui)

ds21ds
2
2
. Analysis of analogous e¤ects of

s22 on s
1
1 and of s

1
2 on s

1
1 and s

2
1 is left for the reader.900

Note that increasing s21, player 1 decreases his payo¤ and actual share i¤
he happens to be the only winner, which happens with probability p(1�p)2.
Further, it decreases his expected payo¤. Di¤erentiation with respect to s21
thus yields:

dE(vi)

ds21
= �2p(1� p)2[vi1(1� 2s21; 1� 2s21; �Ei ) + vi2(1� 2s21; 1� 2s21; �Ei )] +

+
@�Ei
@s21

[p3vi3(1;
1

3
; �Ei ) + 2p

2(1� p)vi3(1� s11;
1� s11
2

; �Ei ) +

+p(1� p)2vi3(1� 2s21; 1� 2s21; �Ei ) + p2(1� p)vi3(2s12; s12; �Ei ) +

+2p(1� p)2vi3(s22; s22; �Ei ) + (1� p)3vi3(0;
1

3
; �Ei )]: (42)

Given that increasing s22 increases expected share of player 1 and, if he905

happens to be one of the two losers, increases his payo¤ and actual share,
we can compute:

d2E(ui)

ds21ds
2
2

= �2p(1� p)2@�
E
i

@s22
[vi13(1� 2s21; 1� 2s21; �Ei ) + vi23(1� 2s21; 1� 2s21; �Ei )] +

@�Ei
@s21

@�Ei
@s22

[p3vi33(1;
1

3
; �Ei ) + 2p

2(1� p)vi33(1� s11;
1� s11
2

; �Ei ) +

+p(1� p)2vi33(1� 2s21; 1� 2s21; �Ei ) + p2(1� p)vi33(2s12; s12; �Ei ) +

+2p(1� p)2vi33(s22; s22; �Ei ) + (1� p)3vi33(0;
1

3
; �Ei )] +

+
@�Ei
@s21

[2p(1� p)2vi31(s22; s22; �Ei ) + 2p(1� p)2vi32(s22; s22; �Ei )] (43)
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First note that, given that c = 1 when there is only one winner, jvi13(1�
2s21; 1�2s21; �Ei )j < jvi23(1�2s21; 1�2s21; �Ei )j holds by virtue of Assumption
5.Further, vi22 � 0 and

@�Ei
@s21

= �P (win, 1 loser)
TMPE

= �2p
2(1� p)
2

= �p2(1� p) < 0; (44)

@�Ei
@s22

=
P (lose, 1 other loser)

TMPE
=
2(1� p)2p

2
= (1� p)2p > 0; (45)

I can now rewrite the expression above as:

d2E(ui)

ds21ds
2
2

= POS � 2p(1� p)2(1� p)2p[vi13(1� 2s21; 1� 2s21; �Ei ) +

vi23(1� 2s21; 1� 2s21; �Ei ) +
1

2
vi33(1� 2s21; 1� 2s21; �Ei )] +

�p2(1� p)2p(1� p)2[vi31(s22; s22; �Ei ) + vi32(s22; s22; �Ei ) + vi33(s22; s22; �Ei )]

> P � 2p2(1� p)4[vi13(�) +
1

TMP
vi23(�) +

1

TMP
vi33]� p3(1� p)3[vi13(�) +

1

TMP
vi23(�) +

1

TMP
vi33(�)]

> 0 (46)

910

where

POS =
@�Ei
@s21

@�Ei
@s22

[p3vi33(1;
1

3
; �Ei ) + 2p

2(1� p)vi33(1� s11;
1� s11
2

; �Ei ) +

p2(1� p)vi33(2s12; s12; �Ei ) + (1� p)3vi33(0;
1

3
; �Ei )]; (47)

is a positive number
and the last inequality follows because expressions in brackets have to

be negative by virtue of Assumption 5.915

I have thus proven that increasing sacri�ce of the other (s22). increases
marginal gain from own sacri�ce. Thus, for internal solutions, optimal own
gift is increased. Similar reasoning applies to e¤ects of changing any of s12
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and s22 on marginal e¤ects of changes in s
1
1 and s

2
1: Thus players expecting

more help from the others (if this belief is given by a single point predictor),920

are inclined to help more themselves.
If beliefs are expressed as a distribution with joint density f(s12; s

2
2),

expected utility is given by:

E(vi) =

s12=1;s
2
2=0:5ZZ

s12=0;s
2
2=0

E(vijs12; s22)f(s12; s22)ds22ds12 (48)

Clearly, because E(vijs12; s22). is concave in s21 for all values of s12; s22, I
can solve the FOC for a unique maximum925

dE(vi)

ds21
=

s12=1;s
2
2=0:5ZZ

s12=0;s
2
2=0

dE(vijs12; s22)
ds11

f(s12; s
2
2)ds

2
2ds

1
2 (49)

Given the fact that dE(vijs
1
2;s

2
2)

ds21
is, as shown before, increasing in s12 and s

2
2;

we conclude that if distribution with density f(s12; s
2
2). is replaced by another

distribution with density g(s12; s
2
2). such that new marginal distribution of

s22 stochastically dominates the old one,
dE(vi)
ds21

increases. Thus, maximum

of the function E(vi). is now taken for greater s21; as claimed. Similarly for930

s11 and for e¤ect of increasing s
1
2 (again, in terms of �rst-order stochastic

dominance).
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